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LARGE SCALE FIGHTER SWEEPS

After Spitfires of Fighter Command had swept the St. Omer area of Occupied
France in the second offensive of the day, a large force of Spitfires escorted

Boston Bombers to attack targets in Dieppe yesterday evening. Other Spitfires
escorted a force of Hurricane Bombers to attack minesweepers off the Isle of

Ushant, an operation involving an over sea flight of some 200 miles.

While the Dieppe operation was in progress, other fighter squadrons
carried out sweeps simultaneously to draw the enemy fighters into areas away
from the bombers. A total force of more than 200 of our fighters was engaged
in this operation.

All the Bostons were brought safely back. Only one Spitfire squadron was

in combat. They shook off 15 F.Ws who pounced as our fighters were leaving
the target area.

Not one enemy aircraft sought to attack the Bombers, and these fighters
closest to the bombers had an uninterrupted view of their charges’ bombing.

Bombs were seen to explode in a Basin containing numerous Barges, and buildings
between the docks and a nearby railway line were hit. One particularly heavy

explosion was followed By a pillar of black smoke, as if a dump or ammunition-

barge had been hit.

In the earlier sweep in the St. Omer area two F.W.190s were destroyed and

others damaged By a Spitfire wing, the leader of which was slightly wounded But

returned to his station. A flight sergeant on two occasions drove off F.Ws

which were on the Wing Commander’s tail and saw hits on one which began belching
black smoke.

In the meantime, three F.W.s ”asked for trouble” with other members of

the squadron - and got it. A Flight Lieutenant said ”We were crossing out from

Le Touquet and three of them dived over us. We followed and one of them Broke

away to the right while the others turned left. I took the single one and

Began firing from 300 yards, closing to 50 yards, expending all the ammunition

I had. Flames Burst from the enemy’s cockpit and pieces flew off Before he

dived into the sea."

Another Flight Lieutenant in the same squadron poured cannon and machine

gun fire into a third F.W. and set it on fire.

Our Spitfire pilots report a large increase in the number of French people

waving encouragingly to then as they flow over yesterday. On the beaches and

in the railway stations particularly, men, women and children stood and waved

handkerchiefs and scarfs to cur pilots.

Hurricane Bombers of Fighter Command escorted By Spitfires also attacked

two German armed minesweepers off the north-west tip of France in the evening

and left one with smoke streaming from it and in a damaged condition.

In addition to bombing the minesweepers the Hurricane pilots, followed

afterwards by Spitfires, poured almost all the ammunition they carried into

the hull of the two ships and saw panic-stricken crews diving everywhere for

cover.

They met no fighter opposition but had to carry out their attack through
intense anti-aircraft fire put up by the two ships.

The total of enemy aircraft destroyed in the day was three with many more

severely damaged. Nine of our aircraft are missing, but the pilot of one is

safe.


